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I had a lot to say, previously told the podcast Spiritualgasm. Songwriting is really hard for me, and I think for many years, I didn't want to analyze my life or my relationship... But then my relationship fell apart, and I had a lot to say. You're so gaslighter, denier/Doin' nothing to get you farther, sing. Gaslight, big timer / Repeating all your father's mistakes. Later
the lyrics seem to specifically refer to the money required in the divorce. I'll give you all my money, you'll gladly leave / You think it's justified, I think it's pretty hard. The video is also a heavy hand in his messages. Combining archival clips with glamorized shots of women, it's a comment or gender roles. Antiquated shots of young girls and women are
juxtmposed with more modern, sometimes bizarre representations in the media, all set to an extremely catchy melody that gives Goodbye, Earl a run for his money. Our last album was the most personal and autobiographical we've ever been to, Maines said on the podcast. And then that's 10 times that. Watch the music video below. Most of the scores found
today were produced from the 1890s onwards. The first examples feature favorite songs from popular stage productions. Later, movies and radio introduced popular music to even more American homes. Artists associated with the original versions of these songs were often depicted on the cover of music, a secondary benefit to the current collector as a
crossover in pop culture memorabilia. This kind of ephemera was in such demand back in its day that many examples sold over a million copies when they were first published. Collecting paper by Gene Utz (Collectible Books-Now By Print, available through second-hand booksellers) states that A Bird in a Gilded Cage sold two million copies in 1900. In
1910, the well-known melodies Let Me Call You Sweetheart and Down By the Old Mill Stream sold the astonishing sums of five to six million copies each. Every professional musician of the day will have stacks of colorful scores hidden on piano benches and hidden in boxes. Amateur musicians patronly patron marketers who sell scores for use in
entertainment homespun as well, especially during the holidays. The faces of early 20th century personalities like Al Jolson, Fannie Brice, and Eddie Cantor adorn many themes of early scores. Later, 1940s stars such as Bing Crosby and Dorothy Lamour thrilled fans on colorful illustrated covers. Even scores by the Beatles, The Beach Boys and other more
recent themes featuring pop culture icons, such as Michael Jackson, are collected today. most recognizable stars and songs most often hold the most value with few exceptions for sheer rarity or attractive cover illustrations. The competition is not extremely intense for this ephemeral, since there are many song titles to go around, but there are some
crossover collection cases when it comes to scores. For example, the pieces a military theme often interesting collectors of militaria, also known as military collectibles. Broadway musical enthusiasts will seek numerous titles from Rodgers and Hammerstein or Irving Berlin as well. Collectors of sports memorabilia look for music with illustrations showing
baseball heroes of the past. As an example, The Mountaineer's Rag featuring cameo illustrations of the 1911 St. Louis Cardinals baseball team can sell in for more than $2,000 at the right market. Other buyers are attracted to the numerous covers that feature colorful designs of beautiful women. Framed and hung on a wall, these can make a beautiful accent
on the home or office most anyone can appreciate. Due to the large volume produced and distributed as noted above, even though they are made of paper and can be somewhat fragile as they age, only a few examples of sheet music are really rare. Most common examples sell in the range of $3 to $5 today in old malls and sometimes for even less through
internet auctions. For example, it's not uncommon to find lots of 25 to 30 pieces of sheet music selling online for $10 or less for the entire lot. Most common pieces must be in excellent condition to carry even as much. However, many pieces of Scott Joplin's work carry high prices, so it's wise to thoroughly research the pieces you can own before offering
them for sale or tossing them into the donation bin. For example, Joplin's The Chrysancemum could bring in over $1,000, and many of his other works in scores sell for $500 or more. Pieces of music falling into the Black Americana category are also very high value when in very good to excellent condition. A copy of Mose Gummble's The Hoogie Boogie
Dance dating back to 1901 sold to eBay.com for $1,400 in 2016. When autographed by notable celebrities, common pieces of sheet music can also jump exponentially in value, since autograph collectors are in the running for those as well. And while they are not often found, examples of sheet music dating back to the early 1800s can also be valuable.
These are usually simple sheets of handwritten music recorded on paper before the advent of mass printing. It's blank imaging and very simple looking, but again, it's wise to investigate what you have before disposing of one of these rare items. You may have a treasure, even if it doesn't look much like it. The Dixie Chicks have dropped the Dixie.The
Grammy-winning band will now be known as the Chicks after becoming the second popular country music act to change it this month with the fall of a term associated with the Civil War-era South. The changes have come amid global protests against racial inequality and injustice. The Dixie Chicks will now be known as Chicks. Dixie Chicks Change for
Chicks comes after fellow platinum-selling country act Lady Antebellum changed their name to Lady A earlier this month. The website for the former Dixie Chicks was changed on Thursday to the Chicks and features a new video of the song March March The video includes footage of ongoing protests and archival footage of historical protests for a variety of
causes ranging from gay rights to Black Lives Matter. We want to meet right now,' the band wrote in a brief statement on the website. An excerpt from an unknown source is below the video, which says, If your voice had no power, it would not try to silence you. The group consisting of Natalie Maines, Emily Strayer and Martie Maguire also noted that they
approached members of a New Zealand pop group called The Chicks to resolve the use of the name. After Aunt Jemima's brand is disbanded, more brands are reassessing their imagesJune 18, 202002:21 A sincere and heartfelt thank you goes out to 'The Chicks' of New Zealand for their kind gesture, allowing us to share their name, a band spokesman
said in a statement to TODAY. It is an honor to coexist together in the world with these extremely talented sisters. Rock chicks! The band was apparently trying to avoid the controversy created when Lady Antebellum changed its name only to discover that there was already a Lady A, a black blues singer from Seattle, who was upset about the band using her
name. The band later posted on Instagram that they met with singer Lady A and moving forward with positive solutions. The organizers of the vigil in the rural, white city talk about the importance of speaking until June 15, 2004:43The Chicks, who will release their first new album in 14 years on July 17, are no strangers to controversy. A comment from
Maines about President George W. Bush in 2002 brought a quick reaction against the band. He told a crowd in the London crowd that we're on the bright side with y'all, and made it clear that the band was against the impending invasion of Iraq, while adding that he was ashamed that Bush is from her native Texas. The comments led to bans from country
radio and death threats for the band, which returned with a hit album in 2006 called Taking the Long Road. Their name change comes as a number of entities with names related to the era of slavery are under fire, be they Confederate statues toppled by protesters or brands like Aunt Jemima syrup and Rice Uncle Ben changing their name or logo. The Dixie
Chicks are the latest band to change their name in the interest of addressing white privilege, racism, and social justice. The move follows a wave as we see the entertainment industry and their rebrand businesses, clearing old symbols, or expressing their efforts to work toward racism. The award-winning band go now from The Chicks. 'The Chicks', formerly
the Dixie Chicks | Rick Kern/WireImage The Chicks follow Lady Antebellum with the name change The trio of Natalie Maines, Martie Maguire, and Emily Strayer are now known as The Chicks. Fans noticed the change early on June 25, before the team talked about anything official, noting that Dixie fell by name. A ll social media accounts and website were
changed to reflect the chicks in Header. Like the other country band, Lady Antebellum (now known as Lady A), The Chicks eliminated a term from their nickname, which has a negative connotation associated with slavery. History.com notes that Dixie is inherently associated with Southern Confederate slave-owning states. He mentions an 1859 Dixie song
that became an anthem for the Confederacy during the Civil War. However, the area also mentions the section created by the Mason-Dixon line that separates north and south, indicating the difference between the colonies. The word has been a point of contention in recent years, and in 2018, Dolly Parton removed Dixie from her restaurant name. Last week,
some followers on Twitter urged the chicks to change their name, causing them to consider its connection to the Antebellum South and slavery/plantations. The Chicks are released new music, videos for Black Lives Matter In addition to announcing their distinctive name, the Chicks have released a new song and video titled March on their Twitter and
Instagram accounts. The message If your voice didn't hold power, they wouldn't try to silence you. – unknown is anchored to the seats. The song is meant to be in support of the Black Lives Matter protests, and the accompanying video features the names of scores of black men and women who died because of racial injustice and abuse. There are also
footage of protests around the world. Among those remembered in the video are George Floyd, Amadou Dialo, Brenna Taylor, Rekia Boyd and Tamir Rice. There are also links to the video on the Chicks' website to donate to various social justice organizations and humanitarian groups. Fans react to the news The Chicks have never really avoided political
issues. Back in 2003, Maines criticized President Bush for invading Iraq, and told concert goers that the band did not support the war. The group suffered a great deal of backlash and even received death threats for their attitude. Given the current social climate in the US, the name change divides the fan base of chicks. Many are supportive—even those who
don't listen to their music—and thank the team for changing things. Some said the video brought them to tears. However, there are some who don't like traffic. One person tweeted, Well thanks, but we'll stick to the great albums you made when music was more important than political attitude. It's nice to meet you. Another added, Holy Moly. You hacks are
still trying to rename yourselves and make a comeback.... However, the cheers and love outshing the negative comments across The Chicks' social media. No word on when their album is postponed will but they have clearly won a number of new fans. RELATED: Lady Antebellum changes their name to Lady A; Critics not impressed
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